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Antetype 1.4: new Widget Inspector with improved
Search and Filter Function for UI Elements
Saarbruecken (Germany), February 13th 2014 – The latest Antetype release (version
1.4) speeds up and improves the user interface design (UI design) process again.
The newly re-designed widget inspector lets UI designers create innovative UIs – in
a faster and more efficient way.
Antetype 1.4 now includes more than 400 widgets (UI elements and controls, such
as inputs, buttons or check boxes, etc.) for platforms like iOS, Android, Bootstrap,
Windows and OS X. UI designers can also create their own widgets starting from
scratch or customizing the standard widgets.
Antetype stores and manages widgets across projects in a central widget library. UI
designers can tag and group widgets to organize them in their projects and the
widget library. UI elements can quickly and easily be found and reused in new
projects, even within large projects with 100+ screens. The UI designer can see at a
glance which widgets are used in the actual project throughout all screens.
The new Antetype Community (cotype.anteype.com) offers the perfect platform for
the exchange of single widgets or UI designs. User experience designers (UX
designer) can create collections of UI designs and create their own pool of
inspiration or share UIs with the Antetype Community.
Antetype is a new tool for OS X that is the most efficient way to layout and design
beautiful and responsive UIs for apps, websites and enterprise software. Built with
love by UI designers, it supports innovative prototyping from an idea all the way to a
polished UI.
Antetype is a product of German UX design agency Ergosign who are
headquartered in Saarbruecken, Germany with subsidiaries in Hamburg, Munich
and Zurich, Switzerland. Ergosign designs and develops user interfaces for office-,
industry- and medical applications as well as mobile devices and consumer
products. Founded in 2000, Ergosign was a pioneer in user-centered design. Today,
Ergosign is one of Europe’s leading service providers in UI design. To optimize the
workflow within complex projects and to enhance productivity, Ergosign developed
the tailored UI design software Antetype – by designers for designers.
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